
Chicago, March 28, 2023

Leveraging AI to assess customer 
insights from online customer reviews



Notes: United States; four waves from 03 January 2022 to 16 December 2022; 9,992 respondents; 18-64 years

Source: Statista Customer Insights Survey 2022
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Customer reviews are the second most important source of information 
used by consumers to make purchase decisions in the US
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Examples: Amazon and Aldi
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Consequently, businesses have made it easier and created incentives for 
consumers to provide feedback
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Too many reviews to analyze even after discarding the ones with only a star-
rating which does not provide insights into the rationale of the reviewers
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Lots of unstructured text making it hard to understand what features are 
being reviewed or the sentiment towards those features
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Reviews that don’t accurately reflect someone’s opinion 
on the product or service being reviewed
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Insights from customer online reviews could be incredibly valuable for a 
number of use cases within organizations

Product Managers

 Features that are most important 
to customers

 Competitor benchmarking

 Impact of changes of product 
features in customer perception

Marketers / PR Sales / Business Development

 Product features to highlight

 Competitive pricing

 Measure impact of product failures 
and recalls

 Features to highlight in sales 
pitches

 Objection handling

 Price discounting
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Based on the value that insights from online customer reviews offer, we 
developed ReQiew to solve 3 problems

Data Gathering

 Any platform as long as the 
reviews are not in a password 
protected area of the site

Text Analysis Visual Presentation

 Analyses any number of 
reviews identifying the product 
features referenced and the 
reviewer’s sentiment towards 
them

 Presents insights visually, 
facilitating side-by-side 
benchmarks with competitors 
and historical trend analysis



 84 product categories

 402 awarded brands

 8 platforms (e.g., Amazon, Lowe‘s, Walmart)

 More than 2 million reviews

 More than 12 million rows of text
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Together with Newsweek we created a ranking for brands from the Home 
& Garden sector using ReQiew to analyze 2M+ customer online reviews



Examples of reviews analysed
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Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) we analysed 2M+ customer 
reviews and over 12M+ rows of text
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Proportion of all aspects within all analyzed reviews

Based on this analysis we developed a framework with nine key 
dimensions that covered the home & garden products in scope
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Example for Blenders

Deep-dives into the data allowed us to identify the most important 
dimensions by category and how they impact customer satisfaction
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Share of reviews related to safety for selected product categories

Safety is a good example of a dimension that is very important for some 
categories – not surprisingly for potential hazardous ones
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Example: Average rating of safety per brand in the blender product category

Deep-dive blender: While most brands have mediocre safety sentiment, 
Ninja has many positive reviews while SMEG has most negative sentiment

Avg. category rating (sentiment)

very positivevery negative
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Example: Top positive and negative keywords in reviews of blender brands with most extreme sentiment related to safety

Our data structure allows us to drill down into each dimension and 
generate interesting insights from which to derive actions 

Top 3 positive keywords

1. Thick glass

2. Stable

3. Knife mechanism

1. Crack in case

2. Plastic parts

3. Knives work without lid

Top 3 negative keywords

Learn from the best Identify pain points
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Example for two brands in Blenders

Based on the insights, a ReQiew customer improved safety features of 
their blenders to address an identified pain point  
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Our client knew that they have a very 
good standing with customers in 
terms of design and that this product 
dimension is one of their strengths

However, it was a discovery for our 
customers that the ratings in the area 
of safety were so far behind their key 
competitor. A deep dive led to 
adjustments in the product and 
communication
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ReQiew provides insights via an interactive and easy-to-use web 
application
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